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Students learn how to make graffiti lettering to
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Learn how social media can lead you to success.
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No. 22 in Coaches’ Poll. page 16
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In Bristol Chapel,
a ‘Journey through Advent’

Westminster Choir College students sing in Sacred Music: A Journey through Advent: The Annunciation, Proclamation, Fulfillment of our Lord on Dec. 2. The Westminster Kantorei was conducted by Amanda Quist.
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By Alexis Schulz
BDULLAH H.

Erakat, ’98, has one of the toughest jobs in journalism. While trying to produce
unbiased coverage — something rarely seen in
the Middle East — he sometimes has to dodge
bullets, and once he was strip-searched with 10 of his
colleagues in freezing weather.
Today, Erakat reports for The Media Line, an agency
that aims for balance to serve media clients not only
in Palestine, where he lives, but also in Israel, Europe
and America.
“I tell the students I teach [at Al Quds Bard
Honors College] that they need to present both narratives, Israeli and Palestinian,” said Erakat. “I have
to say to myself that I am Palestinian, but here’s the
Israeli narrative. Sometimes I’ll get surprised by the
editor who says, ‘Hey, you’ve got too much Israeli
voice in your story.’ It’s a precarious situation and
there are constant clashes taking place. But Israelis are
facing the same things. Both sides are in danger.”
Living in the West Bank with his wife, Noura,
a high school mathematics teacher, and his three
daughters, Haya, 11, Mira, 3, and Laura, 2, Erakat
perceives danger almost every day. While driving the
girls to school one day he encountered stone-throwing
Palestinian youth and gun-toting Israeli soldiers. He
had to turn around and take them home because
clashes broke out.
“Before we open the door to leave the house, my
babies ask me if there are soldiers or tear gas,” Erakat
said.

A 45-minute drive to his office in Ramallah can
take three hours because of checkpoints. Even going
to the ATM can be treacherous.
“I went to the bank, saw the M-16s pointed at me
and the Israeli soldiers shouted, ‘This is a closed area
and you can’t be here,’” he said. “And I said, ‘But I
have to go to the bank.’” With soldiers pointing their
weapons at him, he nervously withdrew money and
drove off.
During a recent Skype conversation with Rider
journalism students, he carried his laptop camera
outside as evening was falling.
“See those car lights over there?” he said. “That’s
about where the separation wall between Palestine
and Israel is. Israel calls it a security fence.”
His cousin had just told him not to leave home that
night because “the [Israeli] army is operating nearby.”
“This area used to be very, very lively,” Erakat said.
“There were restaurants, there were greengrocers.
It was a very, very busy area. But with the wall, it
became a ghost town.”
The wall does not follow the pre-1967 border
between Israel and Palestine, but, in many places,
divides Palestinians from other Palestinians.
“Area A is under complete Palestinian control,” he
said. “It’s also becoming more Americanized. We have
a KFC, Pizza Hut, Domino’s. We just got a Chuck E.
Cheese’s and we’re getting
an Arby’s. Early this year, we
SEE ERAKAT
got a movie theater that gets
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the American movies right
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Palestinian journalist tries to keep his balance

Abduallah Erakat stands between his daughter Haya, 11, and
his wife, Noura. The younger daughters are Mira, 3, and Laura, 2.
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A note from Public Safety

P R O V I D E D B Y D I R E C T O R O F P U B L I C S A F E T Y V I C K I E W E AV E R

Window pain

That poor window. While performing a Park, Walk and Talk near
Conover Hall on Nov. 27 at 7:50
p.m., Public Safety officers became
aware of criminal mischief nearby.
They entered Conover and found
that an unknown person had
vandalized the mesh netting on
one of the windows. A work order
has been submitted requesting
necessary repairs.

Drug bust

Stay away from drugs, kids.
On Nov. 21 at 2:16 p.m., two
students were found in possession of suspected marijuana and
paraphernalia while sitting in a
car outside an off-campus apartment complex. After the Lawrence
Township Police Department
investigated, the students were
criminally charged with possession of narcotic paraphernalia.
They will be charged with violating the university code of social
conduct, unauthorized possession and/or use of harmful and/or
illegal substances and possession
of drug paraphernalia intended
for use with illegal drugs.
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Computer error

It might be tough to troubleshoot that one. While conducting
building checks on Nov. 24 at
10:33 p.m., Public Safety officers
came upon a water leak in Science
Hall that was dripping onto a
desktop computer. Officers disconnected electrical and network
cords and moved the desk away
from the leak. Facilities was notified about the incident.

As the semester comes to a close and students get
ready to leave for winter break, Public Safety asks
that all campus community members be aware of
the following:
•

Take medicines, passports, personal
documents, electronic equipment, jewelry
and other valuables home for winter break.

•

Public Safety wishes everyone safe travels
and an enjoyable holiday season, and looks
forward to seeing everyone in 2015.
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Giving back through
‘Loaves and fishes’

T

By Alexis Schulz and Thomas Albano

Moore Library is lit as part of Rider’s annual holiday lighting ceremonies on Nov. 21.

Lighting up traditions
for the holiday season

W

By Thomas Regan
ITH the

winter holidays
approaching, the Rider
community embraced its
diversity with its annual
Celebration of Lights and Festival of
Lights, drawing students, faculty and
staff together.
Having the celebrations on the
same night was a first for Rider, as
the timing of the Thanksgiving break
led to different scheduling than in the
past. However, Anthony Campbell,
dean of students, was pleased with
the success of the coinciding events.
“Thematically, it made sense,
because you celebrate all the different
lights and then you light the library,”
Campbell said. “I think it was
unique, but I think it worked well.”
The Celebration of Lights, which
was presented by the Multicultural
Society, exhibited the rich cultural
and religious background of the community at Rider.
The groups who represented their
respective holidays included: the
Rider Organization of Caribbean
Students, the Catholic Campus
Ministry, the Asian Students at Rider,
a dance performance courtesy of the
Tashan Bollywood dancers, the Latin
American Student Organization,
Hillel, the Black Student Union and
the Japanese Pop Culture Society.
Pamela Pruitt, director of
Multicultural Affairs, believes the
Celebration of Lights is instrumental
in displaying the different religious
holidays celebrated by students, faculty and staff across campus.

“Tonight is very important, not
only for the students, but the faculty
and staff, in learning about how other
cultures and traditions are different
throughout the world,” Pruitt said.
“We have a whole community, within
Rider, that can give us this knowledge. It’s just a wonderful season and
it’s not about one tradition, it’s about
several. I love that that demonstrates
what we’re all about.”
The lighting of Moore Library
continued the sense of unity from
the preceding event. Students were
brought together with performances
from the Rider Dance team and
the Step team, as well as musical selections by Rider Vibes and
Westminster’s Satyagrana. Music was
also provided by 107.7 The Bronc.
Those who attended the event
were also given Rider’s 150th
Anniversary mittens and the chance
to create their own ornaments courtesy of the Eco-Reps. Attendees also
enjoyed hot chocolate while waiting
to take pictures with Santa and his
penguin.
As if the lights, music and dancing
were not enough to display Rider’s
holiday spirit, the student government provided a horse-drawn carriage for attendees to ride around the
Campus Mall.
Campbell thought the extent of
student participation made the night
special.
“We had a lot of performances by
student groups, which really put the
emphasis on the students, which I
thought was great,” Campbell said.

HANKSGIVING is

traditionally a time
many people give thanks for what
they have, but on Nov. 22 Rider
students gave back to the community through the Loaves and Fishes
event.
Students and various organizations
on campus teamed up to aid those less
fortunate at St. Mary’s Cathedral in
Trenton. They served breakfast and
lunch throughout the day and put
together goodie bags for homeless
people in the area.
“It’s really nice that everyone is
helping out,” said Kerrin Toner, sophomore biology major and tennis player.
“My coach [Douglas Potkay] asked me
to come here and I emailed my friends
to come out and help too.”
Loaves and Fishes is part of Rider’s
Hunger and Homelessness Awareness
Week. Over 40 students participated
in the event feeding approximately 400
Trenton residents. Volunteers from
organizations such as sports teams and
Greek life participated. Susan Stahley,
alcohol, drug and sexual assault educational coordinator, was amazed by the
student turnout.
“I try to do something every year
to give back,” Stahley said. “I know
a lot of people give back [around
Thanksgiving], but I try to do volunteer
work throughout the year.”
Westminster students Mallory
Murphy, sophomore music education
major, and Matthew Smith, a graduate
student in organizational leadership,
came out to the event for the first time.
They said they both felt encouraged to
attend because of how important it is
to give back, especially during this time
of year.
“We have the opportunity to give
back to the community so we’re just
taking advantage of the community
service events,” Smith said. “It’s kind of
like a godsend. It’s pretty cool.”
Barry Davis, Rider baseball head
coach, encouraged his team to participate because it is a tradition for the
players to give back to the community.
“I’ve done it ever since I became the
coach here,” he said. “We’ve done it 11
straight years. It was already basically
entrenched in the program when I took
over. Sonny Pittaro’s teams in the past

always did it. He basically handed it off,
and I think it’s just a great opportunity
for us to help. It helps our guys see how
we can actually help out people and
it’s just a great opportunity for us to
do some good at a time of year where
people need help.”
Davis said events such as Loaves
and Fishes take the winning-and-losing
mindset off of the teams’ shoulders and
give them a chance to get involved in
the community.
“I think it’s important that we do
things together that help others instead
of worrying about wins and losses, and
how many hits and how many strikeouts you have. It’s a good time,” he
said. “They get a chance to work with
other people and it’s a team-building
thing to an extent. They’re not all here
at the same time, we come in different shifts, but they work together and I
think they do a very good job.”
Along with Rider organizations,
many other local community members
came out to support the event. Students
from surrounding schools worked handin-hand with Rider students to provide
service to the homeless.
“I think this is a good opportunity
for Rider students to interact with the
younger kids. So they can hopefully
show them that college students are
doing this kind of work,” said Tara
Fuller, Greek life coordinator.
Many said they were at the event
because it is something they enjoy
doing and it has become a tradition
among them.
“We volunteered here last year
and had a really good experience, so
we wanted to come back and do it
again,” said Amanda Eisele, Greek Life
coordinator.
According to Davis, one of the most
important takeaways for the baseball
team is having players believe they can
be part of a greater good for the surrounding community.
“I try to do a good job in reminding them how much help it is,” he said.
“They are doing a good thing, and they
should be proud of themselves for getting involved. Maybe this will stimulate
them to get involved in future things
that are separate from Rider.”
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Calendar

Wednesday, December 3

Thursday, December 4

Friday, December 5

Sunday, December 7

An evening with Adam Geller

Stroll for a Cause

Westminster Bell Choir

Mannerchor

7 p.m. - 11 p.m, BLC Cavalla Room
Students can participate in “Stroll for a
Cause” to raise money and awareness
for HIV/AIDS. The event will be hosted
by the sisters of the Tau Kappa Chapter
and the brothers of the HD chapter of
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity.

7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m., Grounds for
Sculpture, Hamilton
Westminster Concert Bell Choir will
perform its community holiday concert,
featuring traditional holiday music from
England. To purchase tickets, call (609)
586-0616.

8 p.m. - 9 p.m., Bristol Chapel
Westminster Choir College’s studentrun men’s ensemble will be providing a
concert featuring music, ranging from
men’s choral work to barbershop genres.

Mackenzie Emmens/The Rider News

6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m, Mercer Room
Hosted by the Rebovich Institute, doors
will open at 6 p.m. with remarks by the
founder and CEO of the Republican
polling firm National Research Inc.,
followed by Q&A at 7 p.m. The event is
free and open to the campus community
and the public. RSVP to Susan Cuccia at
609-896-5350 or scuccia@rider.edu.
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Rider has had several logo changes over the past 150 years. Clockwise from above, the Rider-Moore Stewart School logo from 1901-20; the Rider College logo from 1920-93; the Rider College logo in 1993; the
Rider University logo from 1994-2007; and the current crest logo.

From lions to tree of knowledge, logo evolves

R

By J’na Jefferson
IDER has

gone through some major transformations, from a small business college in Trenton
to the university we know today. The university’s logo, an integral part of its identity, has
also undergone a number of changes.
Cathy Carter-Romero, director of creative services, said that the school’s logo has modernized and
evolved over time, most recently after the induction of
President Mordechai Rozanski in 2003.		
“It was shortly after President Rozanski came to
Rider that the conversation started about redesigning
the logo and modernizing,” she said. “The logo is a
reflection of the growth of the university.”
Currently, Rider’s primary logo is the school’s
name, seen on the sign at the main entrance of the
Lawrenceville campus. There are several variations of
this logo — one for each of the campuses and one for
each academic school within the university. Rider also
has a shield logo, featuring the silhouette of a tree,
which also has a version for each of the campuses.
This is a modern spin on the original shield of Rider
College from 1921, which includes a fleur-de-lis as
well as a lion, rather than the university’s current and
beloved mascot, the Bronc. 		
Robert Congleton, associate professor and librarian archivist, said that the shield logo used for Rider
College from the 1920s was inspired by the shield
seen at the entrance gate during that time. The shield
includes the school’s slogan, in omnia paratus, Latin for
“in all things prepared.” Congleton noted that there
was also a logo used in the 1925 commencement program which featured a different shield composed of a
horse and two royal figures.				
“I see it on quite a few documents, but I don’t have
official verification on whether that’s the shield and if

it changed to the more commonly used one,” he said.
Carter-Romero said the use of the lion and fleurde-lis might have been inspired by history.
“In traditional logo design, there were only a few
that they could use, so maybe these two symbols were
a part of those traditional symbols,” she said.
In 1993, the year before Rider was recognized
as a university, the shield was modified to adapt to
the upcoming changes. A short-lived logo included
the school’s slogan, the tree, a lake and a goose.
Congleton said that this logo was only used for about
six months, because reproducing it consistently would
have been “too complicated.” Soon after, the logo was
redesigned, but the tree remained. The tree, which
many associated with a stately American elm that
stood for decades outside the president’s office on the
Lawrenceville campus, is actually symbolic of the
knowledge the school aims to bestow upon its students.
“The motivation behind having a tree comes from
the strong roots that are in our history when the
school was founded in 1865,” said Carter-Romero.
There was controversy surrounding the use of the
tree. In 1997, the tree many thought was the one in
the logo was found to be diseased and had to be cut
down. After its death, then-President Bart Luedeke
himself sent a memo to students and faculty explaining that the tree in the logo is symbolic and not specific.				
Through focus groups on campus, the redesign
committee found that students, faculty and staff identified with the concept of the tree of knowledge, so
the symbol remained part of Rider.
“We’re celebrating 150 years, and roots are the
key to what Rider has become, so the tree is very
important,” said Carter-Romero, who came to Rider
in 1998. The shield, she said, is used primarily on

important documents, such as diplomas for graduation and letters of recognition for the Andrew J. Rider
Scholars. Rider’s slogan is also used in these documents.		
“When you change a logo, you really have to
embrace it and use it all the time,” she said. “We did
a very good job of phasing it in, recycling the old letterhead; we didn’t want to be wasteful, so we wanted
to have a concept of embracing change.”			
The logos represent growth and development
while serving as connectors between the school and
its community. Moreover, there are other symbols that
the design committee has come up with to persuade
students to embrace Rider and show their spirit, such
as the “I Bleed Cranberry” slogan, the shield design
on merchandise in the bookstore, and the mascot.
“We really wanted to make sure that people had
a connection to the logo, and understood what the
logo was. When people see all of these images, they
identified, ‘Oh, that’s Rider.’” Congleton believes that
the changes of the logos have made the school more
unified. 		
“The discussion groups have incorporated
Westminster in their decisions, and I think it helps
with marketing and the unity our school has.”
Carter-Romero said that Rider is well on its way
to creating a name for itself through the modernized
design of its logo. She said that she hopes the logo
will one day be synonymous with the school and that
people will be able to see it and instantly recognize
Rider.		
“It’s still in the early phase of a new tradition in
terms of 150 years. The idea of logo design is recognition, but we will get there,” Carter-Romero said.
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By Gess Charniga

TUDENTS experienced

hip-hop on a personal level
during Rider’s first-ever hip-hop conference on
Nov. 20.
Comprising lectures from scholars, authors
and artists, as well as a live concert, the event was
organized by Dr. Mickey Hess, Dr. Justin Burton
and Dr. Brea Heidelberg, all of whom teach hip-hop
classes at Rider. Students both interacted with scholars
who study the subject and saw old-school hip-hop
performed live.
The day was packed with presentations about
topics in hip-hop that are not often discussed in an
academic setting. Dr. Barbara Franz, a professor of
political science at Rider, gave a lecture on underground rap in Austria; Dr. Kyra Gaunt, author of The
Games Black Girls Play, spoke about twerking; Travis
Gosa, a professor at Cornell, gave a lecture on the
concept of neoliberalism in hip-hop; and Traum
Diggs talked to the audience about his experience as
an artist and described how hip-hop can be used as a
type of journal therapy.
In between the presentations, three students were
able to present their own essay topics to the audience. Allie Triglianos, senior American studies major;
Queen Ross, senior business major; and Alison Varra,
senior popular music culture major, all spoke about
what they chose to write for their midterm papers in
Hess’s Hip-Hop and American Culture course.
“Presenting at the hip-hop conference was a great
experience,” said Triglianos. “I was able to pitch my
topic not only to my peers, but to distinguished professors and members of the hip-hop community.”
Varra also enjoyed the experience and was able to
overcome nerves because of how engaged the audience was.
“Presenting myself was a bit nerve-wracking,
especially because I’ve never presented at a conference
before,” she said. “But the audience was attentive,
which I always find makes it easier to speak in front of
people. It was great that I got the experience speaking

in that sort of setting and had a receptive audience.”
Two other students were able to participate in a
discussion panel with the non-student presenters as
well. Justin Rodney, senior journalism major, was one
of the two students chosen to be on the panel.
“The discussion panel was just a great opportunity
to have conversations with professors and my fellow
students about hip-hop,” Rodney said. “I was pretty
stoked to talk about literally anything, but it came
down to talking about the issues and connections that
hip-hop has created for many listeners around the
world.”
Students observing the panel also enjoyed the indepth conversation.
“Hearing the different perspectives on the genre
and culture during the panel session was really interesting because, while the answers were similar, everyone had a different explanation to the same question,”
Triglianos said.
Hess, who recently published his own book about
the life of hip-hop artist Ol’ Dirty Bastard, was excited
to have the conference come together.
“It was great to see so many faculty and administrators in the audience,” he said. “We had a packed room
throughout the day, and even some special attendees
from off-campus, like Eva Ries, the marketing executive who handled European press and tour scheduling
for Wu-Tang Clan since their first album in 1994.”
Though this was the first official hip-hop conference at Rider, Hess says that he’s been bringing
rappers to campus since 2007 as guest speakers and
performers, including Masta Ace, MF Grimm, Greg
Nice, Prince Paul, Buddha Monk and K-Blunt. He
also knew Traum Diggs personally, and was glad to
have him involved in the conference.
“I met Traum Diggs when we were both part of a
hip-hop panel discussion at SUNY Rockland. He’s the
perfect person to include in events like these because
he’s a rapper and a scholar — he enrolled at Temple
U when he was only 16.”
Hess, as well as his co-organizers and students,

Emily Kelley/The Rider News

‘Different perspectives’ on cultural phenomenon

Traum Diggs and other hip-hop artists performed for faculty and
students at a conference on Nov. 20
were all extremely enthusiastic about the concert.
Traum Diggs performed first, with a full band including flute, saxophone, guitar and drums, and though
the BLC theater wasn’t packed, the students started to
get into the music.
After his performance, Rah Digga, one of the
most prominent female MCs and former member of
Flipmode Squad, took the stage.
“Rah Digga’s performance was one of my favorite events of the day,” said Eva Truncellito, senior
American studies major. “It was terrific to experience
the combination of energy,
intellect and pure fun of
SEE HIP-HOP
PAGE 5
live hip-hop.”
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Erakat
CONT’D FROM P. 1

away so we don’t have to wait months to see the movies that come out.” But he says at any moment, the
whole city can shut down.
“That’s how real the occupation is,” he said.
Palestinian Authority police do not control Area B,
such as the village of Abu Dis, where Erakat lives.
“We have a police force, but they don’t really do
anything, and they’re not even in uniform,” said
Erakat. “Coordination with the Israeli authorities is
necessary if our cops want to come in for a drug bust.
Area C has no Palestinian control, just Israeli.”
Among recent flare-ups, two in particular demonstrate the difficulties of unbiased news reporting.
In the summer, a vehicle driven by an Israeli settler
struck and killed a 5-year-old Palestinian girl. This
was almost unanimously described in the press as an
“accident.” Not long after, a Palestinian driver killed
an Israeli child. Headlines called this act “terrorism.”
Erakat believes, from eyewitness accounts, that both
acts were in fact intentional.
A second example involved Palestinian bus driver
Yousef Al Rimouni, who drove for the Israeli cooperative Egged. Al Rimouni was found hanged in the
back of the bus he works on for a living in Israel.
Palestinian eyewitnesses claimed six Israeli settlers
strangled him and made it look like a suicide. Israeli
police claimed Al Rimouni, a father of two whose
father is Erakat’s tailor, hanged himself, a decision
confirmed by an autopsy by an Israeli doctor in the
presence of a Palestinian physician. Both sides had to
be cautiously presented in Erakat’s new story.
Before working for The Media Line, Erakat reported
from the Middle East for several news outlets, including
the Dubai Business Channel, The Financial Times and Fox
News, where he served as the local producer whenever

longtime TV personality Geraldo Rivera came on
scene.
Erakat got a reputation as a journalist who would
ask difficult questions and demand answers, especially
when covering Palestinians.
“Imagine going to a news conference, you ask this
question and everyone looks at you because it’s a

tough question and nobody asked it,” he said. “Then
you’re suddenly met with these tall, big and musclebound guys that say, ‘You’ve been called and the
[Palestinian] president needs to talk to you.’ I knew
this was the question that had to be asked and there
was a risk. They said, ‘Look, if you ask a difficult
question again, you’re not allowed back into the president’s office.’”
Ironically, Erakat would go to work as a press
officer for five years in the office of Palestinian
Authority President Mahmoud Abbas. Erakat’s fluency in English as well as Arabic helped. He eventually became foreign press secretary, handling logistics
for the news crews that flooded in, answering media
inquiries addressed to Abbas, and scheduling interviews with top Palestinian officials.
But journalism was his first love, and he came back
to it this year. “Journalism is a bug,” he said. “There
is an acting bug and a journalism bug, and this bug
stays.”
He says it dates from his days at Rider, where his
concentration was radio and television communication. He was also a features and entertainment editor
for The Rider News.
“My experiences with The Rider News changed me.
It made me want to become a journalist. Rider, with
its professors and their ‘one-on-one approach,’ makes
it a great program because what you learn in theory,
you use practically,” he said. “I talk about it still today
when I go to job opportunities — it’s there on my
resume.”
Erakat was heartbroken to hear the news that his
adviser, Dr. Howard Schwartz, died.
“Long after I graduated, out of the blue, I emailed
him for a recommendation letter. Although it had
been years since we communicated, he did not hesitate
once and immediately wrote it up. I read that letter
after his death and cried my eyes out,” Erakat emailed
after speaking to Rider students.
“I am sure that I would not be where I am today
and going further had it not been for Dr. Schwartz
and for my professors at Rider University — you know

who you are,” he added.
Not that journalism is his only bug. On the side,
he has written 13 screenplays. One of them has been
filmed, and one is in pre-production.
“If you need to write, you need to constantly write,
even if it’s for five minutes at a time,” he said.
The day Rider students spoke with him, he had
several projects on his plate — including two articles
for The Media Line and a midterm exam he had to create for the History of Film I course he’s teaching. But
he still found time to write a synopsis for a screenplay
he’s working on, talk to Rider students and play Legos
with his daughters Mira and Laura.
“There’s so much inspiration in Mideast stories,”
he said. “I have conversations with established writers
in Hollywood and London, and they’re jealous of
me!”
But it is his day job, he realizes, that is the important one, not only because “it puts food on the table,”
but because “it’s an obligation to send the right
message to the outside world of what’s really happening on the ground in the Israeli and Palestinian
territories.”
Many, including Erakat, believe that if Israel and
Palestine agree to a two-state solution, there will
finally be peace. The problem, though, lies with the
stubbornness of the two parties and the disdain they
have for one another.
“It’s hard to live and work here during these conflicts,” he said. “Right now, we are witnessing a cycle
of violence between Palestine and Israel, as well as
between Hamas and Fatah.
“Right now, the two largest Palestinian parties are
not talking, and when there’s a lack of communication, there’s going to be conflict,” he said. “They’re
using the media and making accusations at each other,
but no one is talking face to face, and if this continues, there will be no end to the Palestinian-Palestinian
fighting or the Israeli-Palestinian fighting.”
Additional reporting by Adam Campione, Will Gallagher,
Melanie Gamache, Steve Sica and Alex Zdatny.
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‘Progressive’ Rider marks gender studies milestone
marks Rider’s 35th year offering
gender and sexuality studies. Students, faculty,
staff, members of the Women’s Leadership
Council and alumni came together on Nov. 20
to mark the anniversary and celebrate the program’s
achievements.
One such alumna was Tiffani Lennon, ’97, who
paid a visit to her alma mater as keynote speaker of
the night. She discussed the findings in her new book,
Recognizing Women’s Leadership: Strategies and Best Practices
for Employing Excellence.
“It’s a bit of a reference book and a bit of a bestpractices book,” she said. “What we did was look at
women, where they sit in leadership roles across 14
major sectors in the United States. We looked at thousands of positions, hundreds of companies. We looked
at their salaries as they compare to male salaries, and
we looked at their performance — how well their performance compared to their male counterparts.”
Her discussion included examining the wage
discrepancy between men and women in the music
industry and the inequality in funding for female politicians, finding that women were paid much less than
their male contemporaries, even when they performed
better at their job.

Lennon, once an attorney in the United States
and United Kingdom
and now chair of law and
society at the Colorado
Women’s College of the
University of Denver, said
her foundations at Rider
set her on the path toward
furthering her education
to become an attorney.
“I feel that my education at Rider really
prepared me well to
continue my studies,”
she said. “I did a postgraduate, post-doctoral
Tiffani Lennon, ‘97, addressed a packed house about her findings regarding women in leadership.
degree at the University of
many ways, is very progressive in its approach.”
London, which is one of the
top 3 percent of universities in the world, and I really
Jessica Vento, a senior public relations major and
Women’s Leadership Council protégé, felt the keynote
believe that it was the small educational environment
speech was a powerful way to mark the anniversary
here. [Revisiting Rider] has really made me reflect on
and inspire women.
my undergraduate education and having it be such a
“I think the fact that we’re graduating soon, which
campus, and what a privilege that is.”
is crazy, makes it nice to have that type of role model
Her law career, she said, opened her eyes to issues
here telling us what it’s going to be like out in the
in women’s equality worldwide, and partially inspired
workforce,” she said.
her research.
In addition to Lennon’s keynote speech, the eve“I did a lot of international work and I was a civil
ning also focused on the history of gender studies at
rights attorney,” she said. “You can’t do international
Rider in a presentation by history professor Dr. Erica
work without dealing with very pressing issues that are
Ryan. The program’s founder, the late Dr. Virginia
unique to women, so that’s how it started.”
J. Cyrus, was awarded a Sesquicentennial Medal of
After spending so much time in higher education,
Excellence, recognizing her efforts to create the origiLennon said she was pleased to see all that Rider has
nal women’s studies program at Rider in 1979. Her
accomplished with its gender and sexuality studies
program.
daughter Cynthia Cyrus accepted the award.
“I’m honored and privileged to even be asked to be
“This would have been a very special moment for
part of it,” she said prior to her speech. “Thirty-five
Mom,” said Cyrus. “She’d enjoy so much the kind of
years is actually a really long time to have a gender
energy we’ve seen tonight. I think this is a most fitting
and sexuality program. Even the name of the prooccasion.”
gram here at Rider is the appropriate name. Rider, in

Hip-hop

Emily Kelley/The Rider News

HIS year

Courtesy of Peter. G. Borg

T

By Casey Gale

CONT’D FROM P. 4

Hess was ecstatic about bringing the opportunity of seeing live hip-hop to Rider’s students and
agreed with Truncellito’s praise for Rah Digga.
“Rah Digga’s performance was the highlight of
the day for me,” said Hess. “She and Traum Diggs
each brought in full bands along with their DJs,
and they put on such an energetic show. It would
seem silly to me to have students spend a semester
reading about hip-hop but never have the chance
to watch it live.”
Rah Digga’s own response to performing at
Rider was a positive one. According to Hess, she
tweeted, “Thank you @RiderUniversity for being
such a great crowd!! Yall ROCK!! Call on me anytime!” and “I love college kids. They just REALLY
get hip-hop. Big difference rapping to people that
paid attention in school.”
The students who were able to participate
in this event were appreciative of the thoughtprovoking lectures and the opportunity to see live
hip-hop. “It was great to see Rider University supporting these kinds of learning opportunities for
students and the community,” said Truncellito.
Organizers hope this conference will become
an annual event, so that future generations of
Rider students can experience the academic side
of hip-hop and also see live performances by artists
who are passionate about the genre. With such
enthusiastic professors, it seems likely that students
can look forward to more opportunities like this
one. Hess certainly hopes to make hip-hop a more
prominent subject on campus with the help of his
colleagues.

In order to promote greener means of transportation, a new
sign has popped up in the student parking lot for low-emitting and fuel-efficient cars.

This is the last issue of The Rider News before the winter break. Look for web
updates during the break and we’ll be back in print on Feb. 4. We hope you have
a safe and happy holiday.
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The Cranberry Bog

D.I.Y. DINING

Dec. 3, 2014

Ingredients
Sliced apples

Cinnamon

Brown sugar

Bread

Equipment

Cheddar cheese

Panini press

Instructions
Toss apple slices in equal
parts cinnamon & brown
sugar

Apple Cinnamon Grilled Cheese Sandwich

This is the perfect way to sweeten up your grilled cheese
experience. This sandwich combines sweet and savory ingredients and is
sure to change the way you look at this longtime favorite.

Cover one slice of bread
with cheddar cheese, then
stack the apples on the other
slice of bread

Refer to the map (above) and instructions (right) to create this innovative
dish.

Close the sandwich and
press it in a panini press until
the cheese has melted

Recipe excerpted from Ultimate Dining Hall Hacks © Priya Krishna.
Illustrations © Jude Buffum, used with permission from Storey Publishing.

ASK A BRONC

Winter break is almost here.
How do you plan to spend
			your time off?

“My favorite thing to do over winter break is spend
time with my family, catch up with friends from
home and watch a ton of movies.”
-Savoia Buntin, junior arts administration major
“I love being able to relax and not think about school work. I
love working at the ski mountain and going snowboarding as
much as I can and, of course, nothing beats chilling with the
homies.”
-L.J. Barthelemy, sophomore entrepreneurial business management major
“My favorite thing to do is spend time with my
family, go to New York City, spend time with friends
and, when I feel no ambition at all, spend the day in
my pajamas and watch Netflix.”
-Kate Brace, junior French and global studies major

“Over break I usually like to catch up with my
friends from high school because we’re still really
close. I also like relaxing at home and spending
time with my family.”
-Christina Diecidue, junior marketing and advertising major
“I usually catch up with my friends from home. We go on
long trips all around North Jersey just to relax. It gets cold
but we’re used to it.”
-Jason Gonzalez, junior public relations major
“The best part of being home for the holidays is being
able to eat my mother’s cooking instead of trying to
cook my own food.”
-Katie Lassiter, junior TV and radio major

“During winter break, I like to keep warm inside
and watch action movies.”
-Jared Gollin, freshman digital media major
S ophie
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By Danielle Gittleman

NTERVIEWING hip-hop

icons, and writing books about their extraordinary
careers and escapades, is a job that’s
out of this world. But for Dr. Mickey
Hess, it’s all in a day’s work.
Most recently, Hess has released The
Dirty Version: On Stage, in the Studio, and
in the Streets with Ol’ Dirty Bastard. Hess,
along with Ol’ Dirty Bastard’s (ODB)
good childhood friend and collaborator,
Buddha Monk, worked to write ODB’s
biography.
“Buddha Monk knew him when they
were growing up; they met when they
were around 12 years old,” explained
Hess. “He toured with Dirty, worked
in the studio with him, produced a few
of his songs and does vocals on a few
of them too, so he knew the stories.
He was there for all the stuff on tour,
he was there for the teenage years, he’s
still really close with Dirty’s family and
keeps in touch with them.”
ODB is a founding member of
famed hip-hop group, Wu-Tang Clan.
The biography coincides with the 10th
anniversary of the rapper’s death.
ODB passed away at the age of 35 in
2004 because of an overdose.
Since it has been 10 years since the
rapper’s death, Hess teamed up with
Buddha Monk to write the book that
would ultimately share all of ODB’s
untold stories before his sudden demise.
Along with Buddha Monk, Hess
also worked with ODB’s widow and his
daughter to get all sides, and make sure
that the real ODB is portrayed.
“After 10 years of being passed away,

people aren’t quite in that mode where
you want to just think the best of someone,” explained Hess. “After 10 years
people have a little more distance.”
ODB wasn’t always the perfect
husband and father. His widow really
opened up to Hess and explained the
good and the bad times that she went
through while married to ODB, part
of which makes Hess’ book so different
from other ODB biographies.
“I’ve written some other books about
hip-hop and interviewed rappers, but
I’ve never really sat down and written
with a rapper,” said Hess. “I’ve always
tried to bring the two worlds together.”
Hess’ love for hip-hop started at an
early age. The genre is the main music
he has listened to since he was 7 years
old.
“I have lyrics running through my
head all the time,” said Hess. “Any time
I learn something, there’s almost always
a hip-hop reference for a second.”
Since Hess’ father was a bluegrass
guitarist, he grew up constantly surrounded by music. He discovered hiphop when he heard Run-D.M.C. on the
radio, and from then on it was love at
first listen.
Hess’ love for hip-hop extends past
writing. He teaches Hip-Hop and
American culture on campus.
“You can really see how much he
loves hip-hop when he lectures,” said
senior American Studies major Allie
Triglianos. “He’s excited, spits out facts,
and analyzes it all right in front of us.”
Writing the book on ODB wasn’t
the easiest process. It took about three

Courtesy of Mickey Hess

Prof digs up truth
on ‘Dirty’ bio

Mickey Hess celebrated the release of his book, The Dirty Version: On Stage, in the Studio, and in the
Streets with Ol’ Dirty Bastard, on Nov. 8 in Brooklyn with Taniqua Jones, Ol’ Dirty Bastard’s daughter.
years to write the biography in its
entirety, including breaks in between.
“There were long stretches that I
couldn’t find Buddha,” Hess laughed.
“I would have something set up with
him and he wouldn’t be there, and
then I would call him and he wouldn’t
answer. Then two weeks down the road
he would call and be like, ‘Hey, I’m in
Switzerland.’”
Eventually, Hess was able to track
down Buddha Monk and the rest of
ODB’s family members. The writing process took a lot longer than
anticipated since every time Hess wrote
something, it had to be double checked
and approved by Buddha Monk and
the family of ODB.
The book release was held in
Brooklyn last month.
“The coolest part was when Dirty’s
daughter came with her son, ODB’s

grandson, whom he didn’t even get to
meet,” said Hess. “Dirty’s sister was
there too, which was really cool just
to see that people were happy with it.
They seem to feel that the story was
told the right way.”
As for another book, Hess would
love to do it again if given the opportunity. He met the woman who once
managed the Wu-Tang Clan’s international tours. The pair talked about
possibly writing a book similar to the
way Hess and Buddha Monk wrote
about ODB on the hip-hop group as a
whole, but this time from her perspective. Nothing is set in stone just yet, but
it’s a possibility Hess would love to take
advantage of.

Learning lessons — and lifestyle — abroad

A

By Rena Carman

junior elementary education major, Emilie
Petry thought studying abroad would be difficult
to fit into her college career. But the Center for
International Education (CIE) made it possible
for her to go to Alcalá de Henares, Spain, during the
2014 spring semester.
During Petry’s four-month visit, from Jan. 8 to
April 30, she was able to enjoy a new culture while
still receiving credits for both her elementary education and Spanish majors. Petry took five classes, three
for elementary education including Spain in Images,
Phonetics, and Relations with Latin America, and two
for her Spanish major including Advanced Spanish
and Service Learning in a Bilingual Context.
“The CIE and Dr. [Linda] Materna were very
helpful in getting me classes that would transfer back
at Rider towards my major,” Petry said. “Being an
education major, it is difficult to study abroad, but
the CIE made it possible for me without putting me
behind at all.”
One difficulty of studying abroad is the language
barrier. Petry herself had some trouble trying to
communicate during the first month, but discovered
that, by at least relaying the most important ideas, she
could ease her frustrations. However, the length of her
stay did enhance her language skills.
“I think I had to get into this mindset in order for
me to relax more and not to worry so much on saying
everything correctly. Just getting my main point across
would suffice.”
Becoming accustomed to a different lifestyle can
be another obstacle. Petry was surprised to learn that,
in Spain, they eat lunch around 3 p.m. and dinner
around 10 p.m. Their portion sizes are also different.
Lunch is more like a filling three-course dinner, and
dinner is like a light lunch.
“My biggest challenge studying abroad was

Courtesy of Emilie Petry

Sa

Emilie Petry explored the many sites of Spain, including Toledo.

becoming accustomed to their schedules,” Petry said.
“They do everything much later than we do here,
from waking up to going to bed.”
Spain is full of traditions and events that take place
year-round. Petry was able to encounter some of them
firsthand, thanks to a very helpful friend.
“Something that I got to experience that many people who study abroad don’t was becoming extremely
good friends with a Spaniard,” Petry said. “He would
drive my friend and me to Madrid during the weekends and show us a lot of restaurants and places that
only Spaniards would go, so I feel like he gave us a
different perspective of the country and city than most
people in our program got.”
Petry had the opportunity to experience the “processions in the town center during Semana Santa,” a

Spanish tradition also known as Holy Week. During
the processions, people from the town carry floats on
their heads that weigh hundreds of pounds down the
streets. Each float depicts different scenes from the
Passion of Christ or the Sorrows of the Virgin Mary.
“The people carrying the floats and in the processions were extremely serious and usually walked
barefoot, some even with chains around their feet,”
Petry said. “People watching the processions were also
very serious, and in a lot of cases would cry during the
processions.”
Another event was Las Fallas in Valencia, a festival
about fire. An additional main event was soccer.
Petry’s Spanish friend would invite her over to his
uncle’s house to watch Real Madrid games.
“The energy during a match there is incredible;
people in Spain live to watch soccer,” Petry said. “We
became part of the screaming and crying when they
would score, win, or lose.”
Petry also had the opportunity to travel to other
cities including Barcelona, Granada, Segovia and
Salamanca. She also visited other cities including
Porto, Portugal; London; Paris; Venice; and Rome.
Studying abroad helped Petry learn about another
culture, while also learning more about herself. Petry
found herself comparing her American culture to that
of Spain’s. There, people take their time with everything. When in the presence of other people, they do
not steal peeks at their phones; they are actually conversing with each other. According to Petry, everything
in Spain is about connecting with one another. Even
getting coffee can take a few hours, especially since
there is no such thing as coffee-to-go there.
“I can’t pick one thing to be my favorite part of
my trip. The trip as a whole was the best four months
of my life,” Petry said. “But if I did have to choose
one thing to be my favorite, it would obviously be the
paella.”
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The Sociology Club’s mural, which can be found in the sociology wing of the Fine Arts building, was created by two graffiti artists, Will “KASSO” Condry and Leon Rainbow, who were brought in as a part of a demonstration and workshop for the Arts Administration Association’s annual ArtBeast festival. The workshop focused on graffiti writing, and the mural is the result of the demonstration, as well as the students’ art during the workshop.

Mural brings about color and liveliness to sociology wing
OMETHING new

has brightened up the walls of the sociology hallway on the second floor of Fine Arts this semester.
During last semester’s ArtBeast, the annual festival held
by the Arts Administration Association, the Sociology Club
brought in two graffiti artists from Trenton, Will “KASSO” Condry
and Leon Rainbow, to host a graffiti writing workshop for students.
“Rider students got to practice doing graffiti lettering,” said James
Dickinson, a sociology professor at Rider, “and then KASSO and
Leon did a demonstration mural. That’s what’s on the wall.”
The five panels contain art from KASSO, Leon, and a mix of the
two artists and the students’ art from the workshop at the festival.
“When the students were done with whatever they were doing —
it’s amazing — [Condry and Rainbow] went around and fixed them
up. They brought together all this mess,” said Dickinson.
According to Victor Thompson, sociology professor and adviser

Dickinson said the Sociology Club wants to keep on sponsoring
to the Sociology Club, students enjoy the colors that the panels bring
the workshop at Art Beast.
to this corner of Fine Arts..
“It’s been popular because kids get to try out how to do the
“I hear a lot of students say they like it,” said Thompson. “It’s
balloon lettering or the 3D
funny, I’ve noticed — I
styles,” said Dickinson. “It’s the
don’t know if it’s true or
Sociology Club’s contribution to
not — but I’ve noticed more
Art Beast and we hope to constudents hanging out in that
hallway now than before it
tinue each year.”
Both Condry and Rainbow
was there.”
are a part of the Sage Coalition,
In regards to getting
based in Trenton. These artists
the panels on the wall,
Dr. James Dickinson, sociology professor help revitalize the community
Thompson said it wasn’t too difficult.
through murals and street art.
“I asked Dean Pat Mosto, ‘Do
Trenton has become a vibrant
you mind if we put these up in the
hallway?’ and she said, ‘That’s a great idea.’ So we did it,” said
home to many different graffiti styles.
“Trenton has developed a rich tradition in the last few years of
Thompson. “She loved the idea.”

ZM serves up a
unique opportunity
for Rider theater,
launches apocalypse

‘‘

[The workshop] has been popular because kids
get to try to do the balloon lettering or 3D styles.
It’s the sociology club’s contribution to ArtBeast
day and we hope to contribute each year.”


graffiti murals,” said Dickinson. “They were sort of late coming to
the game, whereas a city like Philadelphia was an initiator of this
urban graffiti movement.”
Graffiti art has not always been welcome in urban settings, but art
groups like the Sage Coalition are starting to change that.
“It developed as a way to kind of contain and deal with the unofficial graffiti wall painting,” said Dickinson. “So in places like Philly,
there’s a long struggle between the city and graffiti artists. Trenton
seems to have come a bit later to this, and there’s no police tradition
of harassing graffiti artists.”
Though many frown upon typical, illicit graffiti, the Sage
Coalition is not interested in that.
“The kinds of things they do is not the tagging — rather unattractive — but these decorative panels,” said Dickinson. “They have
all kinds of historical themes celebrating musicians.”
The Sociology Club has been active in the efforts to showcase the

graffiti art talent found in Trenton, through tours and other activities
to engage people in the community.
“It’s a way to take the sociology club out into Trenton and show
them some of the different parts of [the city],” said Thompson.
“[They] take a look at poverty and see how even in these impoverished areas there’s still a lot of life.”
The organization also takes the initiative to integrate students into
Trenton to get a real look at the art there.
“The club sponsors tours of Trenton, and now you can go on a
tour of Trenton and see the street art,” said Dickinson. “It’s part of
an effort to get students to explore something that’s going on right
here, adjacent to Rider, and investigate this phenomenon, which is
global.”

Directed by Sean Daniels, ZM started a zombie apocalypse in the
Yvonne Theater with Rider Musical Theater’s workshop production from Nov. 19-23. This show presented a unique experience
to Rider theater, as the cast collaborated with the show’s writers,
the Tony Award-winning creators of Urinetown, Greg Kotis and
music by Mark Hollmann, to develop the show. The audience was
also a large part of the production; the writers were present at the
shows, watching to see the reactions and making changes as the
weekend continued. The show focuses on an American small town
in a fast-food restaurant where the apocalypse is accidentally
unleashed.

Emily Kelley/The Rider News
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By Emily Klingman

From left: Daniel Maldonado, Dean Ivan Fuller, Kayla
Matters, Emma Rose Brooks, Joseph Davila, Stephen
Rotundo, Peter Petrino and Ruby Westfall

RDE dancers cut loose for ‘No Day But Today’ show
A
Courtesy of Kristy Alexander

By Alyssa Naimoli

Rider Dance Ensemble members rehearse for the number “Footloose,” which was choreographed by
seniors Elizabeth Smith and Alyssa Zara. The show will take place Dec. 6 and Dec. 7 in the BLC Theater.

S the semester comes to a close, Rider Dance Ensemble
(RDE) is coming together to show Rider all the talent they
have to offer in their show “RDE Presents No Day But
Today.”
On Dec. 6 at 3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. and again on Dec. 7 at 6
p.m., RDE will be performing in the BLC Theater. Admission
to the event is free. All donations and proceeds from booths, like
“Kisses for the Cast,” will be given to the Leukemia-Lymphoma
Society.
The show will consist of a wide assortment of dance genres.
The show contains 29 separate dance pieces choreographed by
28 different choreographers to keep the audience on their toes
with every performance.
“We have about 106 dancers,” said Kristy Alexander, president of RDE. “The entire board is student-run, so our dancers

are students, our choreographers are students so we have a bunch
of styles like ballet, tap and jazz.”
Having 28 choreographers makes each piece seem like a personalized show for the audience to enjoy.
“There’s some dances that are going to be more emotional
and more contemporary and they’re going to be more in-yourface,” said Ashley Alvarez, RDE vice president. “We have a really
great tap number to ‘Work’ by Britney Spears and it’s going to
be non-stop, you won’t be bored. It’s going to be a good show.
There’s a lot of things to keep the audience interested.”
RDE has had the semester to prepare for its performance.
Dancers have prepared their costumes, learned their choreography, and have decided upon a theme all in time for their shows
on Dec. 6 and 7.
“We have a huge NHL and NFL-like draft [in the start of the
semester] where the choreographers pick their dancers,” said
Alvarez. “After the auditions happen we all sit down in a room
and the choreographers just go and start picking people.”

Everyone who auditions for the RDE is included in the
performances and helps the ensemble grow as a family. This
sense of community helps the dancers create the theme of each
performance.
“Each year we have a list of all the names of the pieces, and
we send them out to everyone and everyone is allowed to propose
or vote for the show name,” said Alexander. “I think a lot of
times [the name is] our show opener, or something where depicting that we are each other’s family. That’s something that we
pride ourselves on. We are such a close organization.”
The close-knit community that RDE has to offer is what drives
the talent and harmony that the performances will showcase.
The variety of talents among the ensemble contributes to an
exciting and interesting performance.
“Usually when you have dance shows from professional
companies they’re always a specific kind of dance company,
like either a jazz company or a contemporary company,” said
Alvarez. “But Rider Dance Ensemble has every kind of dance

genre imaginable, it can even be something that the choreographer decided to make up that year.”
Audience members will get a taste of just how talented each
dancer is as they watch each piece take a new spin with new
dancers, techniques and music. Each dancer can go from one
piece to the next and show the audience the wide range of his or
her talent.
“You’ll see people tapping, and then hip-hop, and then doing
a lyrical piece because everyone can be in up to four pieces,” said
Alexander. “So you see people in a production doing musical theater jazz and then the next number you see them in is an emotional lyrical [piece,] holding their leg in the air for eight counts.”
The show overall will be a demonstration of what a close-knit
community of dancers can bring to the stage through teamwork
and talent. The dance ensemble went from small performances
in the Spitz theater to having full audiences in the BLC theater.
“It’s going to be fun,” said Alexander. “It’s going to be impressive, and the money goes to a great cause.”
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FROM THE EDITOR

O

N behalf of the staff of The
Rider News, I would like to
express our disappointment
and confusion over not being
invited to the off-campus meetings
with the university’s final presidential
candidates.
As this institution’s newspaper,
we feel our participation is important in representing the voice of
the students and helping to select
our new leader. We know how to
ask less-than-softball questions, and
the sooner we get to know the next
president, the better we can eventually introduce him or her to our
readers.
Dr. Mordechai Rozanski’s selection in 2003 followed open forums
with the finalists. In early October
of this year, Mike Kennedy, who
chairs the Board of Trustees and
the Presidential Search Committee,
indicated the same would be true
this time. He announced meetings “on campus” with the finalists,
tentatively in early November. These
meetings would provide faculty, staff
and students with the chance to
learn more about Rozanski’s potential successors.

We respect the committee’s
choice to change its mind and keep
the search confidential. But on Nov.
25 Kennedy revealed that the final
interviews had already taken place
off campus. A “broad-range of
Rider constituencies” was represented, but not The Rider News.
Our paper has always operated
in a professional manner. Keeping
information “off the record” has
not been an issue for our writers and
editors. We have never shown that
we are not to be trusted with important information. So why were we
not given the chance to participate
in these meetings?
As of Dec. 2, only two weeks
from winter break, the community
still does not have much useful information besides the fact that final
candidates have been chosen. The
final decision will now be announced
after our last issue of the semester.
We understand that this search
process isn’t simple, but the Rider
community deserved more information and participation. We wish
we could have played a role in this
important decision.
–Christopher Brooks

FROM THE EDITOR

Holiday wishes

T

HE semester is finally fading
into numbered days. Among
the stress and anticipation of
these last few weeks, students
at Rider are feeling something else
— excitement. The decorations are
up, everyone’s mouths are running
and every song is about snow. The
holidays are fast approaching.
However, while the holiday
season is intended for joy, people still
pine for complaints. Although many
are quick to think of Christmas, it
isn’t the only holiday celebrated.
Individuals are also celebrating
various cultural holidays, such as
Kwanza or Hanukah. Wishing someone a Merry Christmas doesn’t cover
all the bases.
You can’t assume what someone
believes by simply staring them
down. It’s not fair to assume that
everyone does, or even worse, should
celebrate Christmas. To avoid the
awkward glares or mumbled apologies, you’re better off just wishing
someone Happy Holidays instead.
By the same token, people should
not be quick to take offense. If
someone is extending you a Merry
Christmas, they’re not speaking with
spite. They’re simply wishing you
a good season and extending some
much-needed, rare kindness.
Once again, it’s not as easy as
glancing at a person and understanding their entire set of ideals and beliefs. To many people,
“Christmas” is a term that encompasses of the entire season. Those
people are truly ignorant, though.
It’s not like all the commercials and
all the songs and all the decorations

we’re forced to consume are all
Christmas-themed, right?
If one is unaware of your beliefs
and wishes you a Merry Christmas,
they are just telling you to have a
nice holiday. There’s no harm in
correcting them, but an issue arises
when extreme offense is taken.
At what point will it be offensive
to say “God bless you” when someone sneezes? You wouldn’t want to
force your religious hopes down the
throats of atheists. And while we’re
at it, quit saying “Feliz Navidad.”
It could be offensive to those who
aren’t Hispanic or at least immigrants, and we need to stop playing
the song. And enough with the “I
Bleed Cranberry.” What about all
the hemophiliacs who have bleeding
issues? And what about those are
allergic to cranberries? We need to
find something else to bleed because
cranberry just isn’t inclusive enough.
Wishing you a Merry Christmas
has no connotation other than
“enjoy your December 25th.” It
is not intended to be offensive or
to spark a social debate. Everyone
is free to celebrate what he or she
chooses and no one at The Rider News
encourages ignorance or prejudice.
However, it is time that everyone
succumbs to the simple spirit of
these holidays; generosity and, dare
we say, love. In the spirit of safety,
have a Happy Holiday, whichever
celebration that may be.
–Samantha Sawh
The weekly editorials express the
majority opinion of The Rider News.

Sophie Vakalis/The Rider News
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EDITOR’S CORNER

S

OCIAL media

Seeing the good
in social media

are generally used
for fun and games, chatting with
friends and family, and sharing
your every move and thought
with the world. Like anything, if used
correctly social media can be important tools that provide enjoyment and
success.
While these websites are great for
connecting with former friends or
distant relatives, they also present the
opportunity to make connections that
may lead to employment opportunities or, at the very least, recognition for
hard work.
One obvious example is LinkedIn,
which is a direct way to connect with
those in your desired career field
and advertise the unique skills and

experiences that you can bring to a
job. While some students here at Rider
may not be aware of LinkedIn, it is
safe to say that everyone on campus is
aware of, if not on, other social media
such as Facebook and Twitter. Still, it
is important for students to understand
that these sites also present valuable
opportunities to get noticed out in the
real world — in the right ways.
Let’s talk about how social media
can be successfully used by student
groups and organizations to gain members and spread awareness of events.
As the managing editor of The Rider
News this year, one of my goals was to
dramatically
SEE SOCIAL MEDIA
increase our
PAGE 11
presence
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Are we lazy?
Blame our parents

We’re more active
than we may look

T can be frustrating to hear people
complaining about the narcissism
they claim to see in our generation.
We are told that we aren’t trying hard
enough when we complain about not
being able to find a job. We are told that
we need to stop social networking and
participate in the “real world” whenever
we check our cellphones. We’re told that
we can’t possibly know anything about
important issues because we care more
about celebrity gossip than about current events.
Sadly, all of this is true, but it’s not
entirely our fault. Elitedaily.com does
not hesitate to point out that our generation was raised by the very people who
accuse us of being the laziest generation in history. They’re the people who
tell us we’re self-obsessed, but they’re
also the ones who bought us ice cream
and reassured us that we were the best
player on the field even when we didn’t
score a single goal. Not every person in
the so-called “me generation” experienced this upbringing, but enough did
that a devastating number of people
aged 18-24 are indeed lazy. However,
there is an explanation for this laziness
that may surprise you.
Young people today do not understand how to process the word “no.”
An overwhelming number of people
raised in our generation were spoiled by
their parents, their coaches, their camp
counselors, or anyone who served as a
caretaker or role model. Throughout
their childhoods, they were surrounded
by the word “yes.” They were constantly reminded that they were special,
constantly encouraged to take immense
pride in things that they should have
been doing anyway. Now they are
thrust into the “real world,” and they
don’t know what to do when they are
told that they did not do a good job.
The culture shock of being padded by

“yes”and suddenly stripped by “no”
makes them shut down. Suddenly,
everything is exhausting and they don’t
want to leave their beds. In short, they
become lazy.
This phenomenon is becoming
increasingly common as members of
our generation begin to enter the business world. They don’t understand how
anyone could critique their work and
they fall apart as soon as they face their
first failure. It’s why Time magazine
calls us “the teacup generation”: people
who appear to be confident, but shatter
easily and need to be consistently reassured that they’re doing well in order
to come close to achieving success.
Without the coddling they got during
their formative years, they disengage
and lose motivation. It is sadly evident
that the common upbringing of our
generation, Gen Y, is leaving scars
deeper than anyone anticipated.
Fighting this trend may be a battle
that has been lost before it even began.
These people have already faced the
childhood that produced their inflated
sense of self. In order to prove that
our generation is not lazy, we need to
stop fitting the word’s expectations. We
need to recognize that getting a 52 on
a spelling test is not an achievement
that warranted a trip to the zoo, and
we need to recognize that we are going
to make mistakes. We need to move on
from those mistakes and work harder to
do better instead of simply shattering.

–Kathleen Lassiter
Junior TV and radio major

Social media
CONT’D FROM P. 10

on social media. There are some people who just
don’t pick up the paper — let’s be honest, there are
some students who have probably never held a
newspaper in their entire lives, and
they’re not about to start now. By
increasing our utilization of social
—
media sites, however, we have gained
hundreds of new followers and
have begun to reach a whole new
dynamic of readers.
Other student groups and organizations should consider taking their social media
presence very seriously, as it will set their group up for
more success and recognition on campus. Even more
importantly, using social media to effectively reach
people and draw them in is a skill that is useful not
only here at Rider, but also out in the real world.
If you are one of the select few who refuse to
join in the social media madness because you don’t
want to be caught up in its drama, you may want to
reconsider your complete avoidance of these sites. As
social media are successful communication tools for
student organizations, they also present companies
of all shapes and sizes with the same communication

‘‘

M

ANY people, including our
current crop of teens, feel like
our generation is lazy. Just
because things in the world
have changed drastically from the last
generation does not mean this is true at
all. In fact, we are more active than one
may think.
With the advances in technology
today, we take advantage of what the
world offers us. Because we spend
more time on our mobile devices and
laptops, this does not mean we are less
active. The changes in this specific era,
particularly technologically, have grown
dramatically compared to other generations; therefore, this technology is taken
advantage of.
The advances in technology have
forced our minds to be more open
about new ideas. Our minds are more
active than ever before. Every day,
people think of new ways to make technology and communication more interesting and complex than it alreadyis,
which is hard for older generations to
comprehend. It is completely unfair
that someone would argue that our
generation is lazy because of the
advancements that we have been
handed, including technology and new
ways of communicating. Technology
has made it possible for everything to
be in arm’s reach. If anything, this has
made our brains think outside the box
more than ever.
Everyone seems so quick to compare generations to each other in terms
of laziness, but what they don’t think
about is how the world has changed
as a whole. The world is perceived as
being less safe than it was when our
parents and grandparents were growing
up. Because of this, parents are more
protective of their children and want
to make sure they are safe at all times.
Most parents drive their kids to school

or a friend’s house for fear that they
will get kidnapped otherwise. If it were
not for the scary events that cause this
fear in parents, I’m sure all kids would
be walking or riding a bike to their
destinations.
In our generation, more campaigns
to get active have been promoted
than ever before. First Lady Michelle
Obama works with the Let’s Move!
campaign to raise a healthier and more
active generation of kids. These programs that promote a healthy lifestyle
get more and more people on their feet
daily.
In this era, you are expected to have
good grades in every subject, play at
least one sport, and get involved in a
leadership position or club. If that isn’t
a lot of work, I don’t know what is.
The amount of work and studying that
students go through to get a good grade
on an exam or the SATs in high school
is ridiculous. The amount of pressure
there is for students to be successful in
school on top of extracurricular activities should be admired.
Laziness is not the adjective to use
when describing our generation. Not
only have we been active physically, we
have also been active academically and
creatively. Every generation is different
depending on what is offered to them,
and everyone is quick to judge this as
laziness just because it is a change from
what there used to be. In no way, shape
or form is our generation any more lazy
than the last.
–Hayley Fahey
Freshman journalism major

artist, videographer, graphic designer or a photographer, you can utilize a blog to promote your hard
work. Students can create an online portfolio of their
work in an eye-catching blog that will show potential employers that they are passionate and serious
about their path of study. Connect your blog to your
personal social media to share your posts with everyone you know — you never know whom you might
impress.
Social media are not designed to waste your
free time — that is just how most of us choose
to use them. Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and
blogging websites can all be used to make
Sarah Bergen, Senior journalism major connections that can lead you to success. The
more people who know your face, your name
and your work, the closer you will be to landing that dream job.
put this experience on your résumé and it will hardly
take up any of your time. Employers will surely be
impressed to know that you increased your organiza–Sarah Bergen
tion’s followers by 500 in a semester, and may ask
Senior journalism major
you to bring your expertise to their company’s social
media sites.
Another social media outlet that can make you
stand out from the rest is a blog. With endless blog
sites that allow you to get yourself and your work out
there for free — or pay some cash to boost your reach
— blogs make it easy to share your work with friends,
family and potential employers. You don’t have to be
a writer to be a blogger. Whether you are a musician,
opportunities.
Employers are looking to hire fresh young minds
who are masters of social media. Even if you don’t
want to have a personal Facebook or Twitter account,
consider taking on the task for a group you are
involved in. Start by checking out how other successful groups are using their social media, and see how
many followers you can gain for your group. You can

Social media are not designed to waste your free time
that is just how most of us choose to use them.”
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GREEN CORNER

Film explores switch to renewable energy

L

OCAL and

national newspapers have been filled
with articles about alternative energy — and
with good reason. Before fossil fuels, America’s
main source of energy was burning wood. As
this led to deforestation, fossil fuels, and later petroleum, were discovered and seemed to solve all of our
energy problems. But these new solutions came with
negative effects as well.
Switch, a documentary about our reliance on
non-renewable energy and how to “switch” to
renewable energy, attempts to answer the question
“What will it take to go from the energy that built
our world to the energy that will shape our future?”
Fossil fuels are non-renewable sources of energy.
Once we use up the limited supplies of resources
like coal and oil, they are gone forever. It has also
become common knowledge that obtaining these
sources of energy is permanently damaging to the
earth, through both their extraction process and
use in everyday life. Fracking and greenhouse gases
are buzz words that are a part of our daily lives. All
of this hype surrounding depleting resources and
global warming inspired a new hot topic: alternative
and renewable energy.
Solar energy, such as the panels located on the
Lawrenceville campus, is an outstanding source
of renewable energy. Once installed, the costs of
maintaining solar energy are minimal. The energy
saved by Rider’s use of solar panels will reduce

carbon dioxide emissions by over 34 million pounds
over a 25-year period. Countries around the globe
are now littered with solar panels, as large corporations, small business and residential communities
are installing and benefitting from solar energy.
Wind energy is another alternative source of
energy that is being developed. Currently, the most
effective and inexpensive form of alternative energy
is hydroelectric power.
Despite the benefits, there are some economic
concerns that have politicians standing in the way
of alternative energy. Oil and gas companies provide funding to countless organizations throughout
the globe and also create thousands of jobs. Most
alternative energy solutions are location-specific,
and require fewer personnel once set in place. This
depletion of jobs is far from what our economy
needs. Embracing alternative energy may also
require a significant initial investment of funds for
research and development.
Many Europeans countries such as Germany and
Denmark are working towards alternative energy
solutions on a national level — and politicians are
making it happen. But public concerns are still present. Possible black-outs because of energy shortages,
underprepared alternative energy cars, electronics causing injury or inconvenience, and fluctuating energy market values are just some of what is
concerning.

The greatest challenge seems to be the world’s
reliance on fuel-running cars. Transportation
through fuel-running vehicles is not something that
can change overnight. Companies like General
Motors, Toyota, and Honda all have electric
vehicles on the roads, but these cars still rely on
electricity that is often obtained through fossil fuels.
A promising new hydrogen-car design and hydrogen
fill-up stations are being tested in California, but it
seems that a total conversion is still an idea beyond
our reach.
The question on most people’s minds is not if we
should embrace alternative energy — anyone can
see that our current fuel usage is not sustainable.
The real question is, “How?” How do you transition an entire world that relies on non-renewable
resources to another form of energy? How do
you allocate funds to alternative energy when our
current energy system is so expensive? How do we
wean ourselves off of an energy source that is so
present in our everyday lives?
Switch will hit the screen on December 9 and 10 at 7
p.m. in Swiegart Auditorium.
–Bess Ploener
Westminster Eco-Rep

Catch Up or Get Ahead
During 2014-15 Winter
Session at Mercer County
Community College
2014-15 Winter Session

Length

Starts

On-Campus classes

4 weeks

12/17/14

MercerOnline classes

6 weeks

12/15/14

Recess
Dec. 24-25
Jan. 1, 2015
Dec. 24-25
Jan. 1, 2015

Ends

Registration Deadlines
in-person online

1/16/15 12/16/14

12/16/14

1/28/15 12/14/14

12/14/14

For students seeking to complete a
course in four weeks on campus or in six
weeks online this winter, Mercer County
Community College offers accelerated
classes during its traditional mid-winter
break.
Mercer’s 2014-15 Winter Session
includes more than 40 courses from
across the college curriculum.

www.mccc.edu/winter
Admissions or registration assistance: (609) 570-3244 or email admiss@mccc.edu
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150
SWEEPSTAKES

Enter to win a $150 gift card

*

to the University Bookstore

Plus receive a $15 Starbucks card
when you open an account between
now and December 5th!
®

**

ABCO Federal Credit Union has been proudly serving the Rider
campus with banking and loans for over 30 years.
STOP BY OUR BRANCH LOCATED ON THE
GROUND FLOOR OF THE BLC.

goabco.org | 1.800.225.1859
*ABCO members and non-members welcome to enter. Limit one (1) entry per person per day. Ends December 5, 2014.
Winner will be chosen on December 6, 2014, and notified via email. **Limit one per person. Ends December 5, 2014.

Federally insured
by NCUA
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Rookie sensation stars alongside brother

F

By Thomas Albano

Zack Molloy,
who swims the fly and freestyle,
has had an impressive first year as
a Bronc. Although the men’s team
is only 2-4, Molloy has twice been the
recipient of the MAAC’s Swimmer of
the Week award. At the meet against
Seton Hall on Oct. 16, he set pool
records in the 200- and 500-yard
freestyle.
Some might say his talent runs in
the family, as he is a part of one that is
full of swimmers. An accounting major
with a minor in math, Zack Molloy is
the second youngest of six siblings. He
has three older brothers — Michael,
Brian, ’13, and Will, ’17, — as well
as an older sister, Margaret, and a
younger sister, Marianne.
Zack Molloy, however, said he was
never forced into swimming; he just
stuck with it growing up because he was
talented.
“I started swimming when I was
about 5 years old,” Zack Molloy said.
“I was doing other sports, too, but
I guess I just stuck with swimming
because I was pretty good at it and my
family had success in it, too.”
His brother Will is a sophomore on
the men’s swimming team, and both he
and Brian Molloy have been MAAC
champions during the team’s three
consecutive championship runs. Brian
Molloy won in 2012 and 2013, while
Will Molloy won as a part of last year’s
team. Brian Molloy was also the 201213 Rider Male Athlete of the Year.
Michael and Margaret Molloy, who
are both in their late 20s and out of
college, were NCAA All-American
swimmers at TCNJ.
Despite being in a family of swimmers, Zack Molloy admitted, with
some chuckling, that there is not much

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

RESHMAN swimmer

Freshman Zack Molloy has won the MAAC Swimmer of the Week honor twice this season.
competitiveness among the siblings.
“We’re not competitive [against each
other] at all actually,” Zack Molloy
said. “We mess around a little bit, but
it’s not like any serious stuff.”
Head Coach Steve Fletcher says that
each Molloy has something different to
bring to the table.
“Brian was an individual conference champion in one event as a senior,
William won an event as a freshman,”
Fletcher said. “Both have been on
record-setting relays, and Zack comes
in with an opportunity to win all of his
events in his freshman year based on
his speed and talent. I think William is
more experienced and knows what we
expect [of him]. They’re at different
points in their careers.”
Zack Molloy attended Toms River
High School North, where he found
success. There he competed in freestyle
events, and was a four-year letterwinner

and earned various championships and
records. He was a state champion at
both the 100- and 200-meter freestyle
and a National YMCA champion,
holding the record in the 200-meter
freestyle. He also set meet records at
the New Jersey State Interscholastic
Athletic Association (NJSIAA)’s Meet
of Champions event.
When it came time to pick a college, Zack Molloy had a number of
big Division I programs coming after
him, including Kentucky and Duke. He
admitted his brothers and their success of conference titles and personal
bests at Rider did have a little bit of
influence on his choice in becoming a
Bronc.
“I knew how the program was going
to work, and I knew some people there
already,” Zack Molloy said. “It seemed
like an easy decision.”
Will Molloy also added that his

younger brother made his choice
because of the likelihood that other,
bigger schools would have put more
emphasis on his swimming over his
education.
“I think he also wanted to focus
more on school than swimming,” Will
Molloy said. “At other schools, he’d
be forced to focus more on swimming
than also getting a degree. He knew I
was doing well here. He knew what he
was getting into here more than at any
other school.”
For Fletcher, the main challenge
when it comes to coaching siblings is
that you cannot expect the same results
from all.
“You don’t want to treat the younger
sibling the same way, and expect them
to be the same as their older sibling,”
Fletcher said. “So, as a coach, the big
challenge is finding out the uniqueness
in that younger sibling, coaching them
differently and not losing sight of the
older sibling’s uniqueness. That I think
is the challenge in coaching because
it’s automatic to assume that they’re
brothers so they’re the same. The fact
is they’re not; they couldn’t be more
different in terms of what they need to
swim fast and how they approach the
sport.”
For Will Molloy, it would mean a lot
to win yet another MAAC title, especially one with his brother on the team.
“It felt good [to win last year],” Will
Molloy said. “It meant all our hard
work paid off and it made swimming
more enjoyable knowing you’re winning something. It’d be pretty sweet to
win [with Zack]. It’d bring back old
times of us winning in high school.”

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Two Top-20 teams tame Broncs in Orlando Classic

T

By Carlos Toro
HE men’s

basketball team spent Thanksgiving
week in Disney, but it certainly was not a joyous occasion as it lost all four of its games in the
Orlando Classic.
The Broncs (2-5) lost to Kansas, Michigan State,
Georgia Tech and Santa Clara. Senior center Matt
Lopez thinks that despite losing all four games, it
served as a reminder of what they needed to do to
compete against big name teams.
“They’re great teams and we need to be students
of the game, meaning we need to learn,” Lopez said.
“We are not where we want to be, but we’re working towards being a complete team come conference
play.”
The team started their four game road trip after
winning their home opener against Lehigh on Nov.
21. They traveled to Lawrence, Kan., to battle No. 11
Kansas (5-1), in a non-bracketed game of the Orlando
Classic.
The Jayhawks started the game on a 10-2 run, with
four points by junior forward Perry Ellis, and led 27-8
after 11 minutes of play on 10 points from freshman
forward Cliff Alexander. Kansas had a big offensive
first half, shooting over 66 percent from the field and
40 percent from the three-point line.
Sophomore forward Xavier Lundy led the Broncs
with 15 points in the 87-60 defeat.
The first game in Disney pitted Rider against thenNo. 20 Michigan State (5-2) on Nov. 27 with only a
limited amount of time to prepare for an opponent
that is arguably just as tough as Kansas.
The game opened with a couple of three pointers and a layup from Michigan State to lead 8-0. The
Broncs closed the gap to make it 10-6 in favor of the

Spartans, but Rider’s offensive woes sealed the game
for Michigan State.
Rider did not score a single point for nearly seven
minutes during the first half, but, playing in a zone
defense, managed to limit its opponent’s scoring during its offensive drought, getting Michigan State to
score on only 44 percent of its field goals in the first
half.
With a 21-point lead entering the second half,
Michigan State didn’t let its lead slip for a second. The
closest Rider got to the Spartans was 21 points, thanks
to a couple of free throws made by Lopez. Afterwards,
Michigan State kept pressuring Rider until the
Spartans eventually won 77-45. It was the Broncs’
lowest scoring game in two seasons.
The Broncs continued the tournament against
Georgia Tech (5-1).
Rider stood toe-to-toe against a bigger and better
rebounding team from a stronger conference. Georgia
Tech led for almost the entirety of the first half but
Rider managed to pull even and went into halftime
tied at 30.
Rider’s calling card up to this point was the threepoint shot, but against Georgia Tech, the Broncs only
made 3 three-pointers out of 19 attempts in the 61-54
loss. Head Coach Kevin Baggett says that they should
be able to make those shots.
“It was an offensive struggle the entire tournament,” said Baggett. “If we had made some easy
baskets, get a little more confidence, certainly some of
the results and outcomes could have been different,
especially against Georgia Tech.”
The final game of the tournament they faced Santa
Clara (3-4), but the lack of offense, especially from two
of their best players, killed the Broncs’ chances to win.

Rider’s two leading scorers of the season were
junior guards Teddy Okereafor and Zedric Sadler,
who shot a combined 0 for 15 from the field, including
eight missed three-pointers. The two players came into
the game combining for 21.5 points per game.
The Broncs were leading for most of the first half
until the last few minutes. Rider was up 22-15, but
Santa Clara used a 9-0 scoring run to grab the lead
with about a minute and 30 seconds left and ended
the half with a 26-24 lead.
Coming out of the locker room, Santa Clara went
on another scoring run, this time a 15-6 run, and
Santa Clara’s lead didn’t escape. Rider had a chance
to take back the lead with more than seven minutes
left in the game when sophomore guard Jimmie
Taylor made two three-pointers, cutting the opposing
team’s lead to 49-48.
That was as close as the Broncs would get, as Santa
Clara got the better of them and won the game 68-60.
It was another bad night for Rider’s three-point shooters as they went 0-11 from beyond the arc in the first
half and 6-24 for the game.
Rider will have a chance to end its current skid
when it hosts Central Connecticut State (0-6) on Dec.
3. Baggett doesn’t believe that this game is more of a
must-win than any other game.
“Every game is a must-win,” Baggett said. “We’re
2-5 right now. We need to win every game, but especially the home games. If we’re going to be a good
team, we need to win these games.”
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ICE HOCKE Y

Eight-goal homestand yields two wins

B

EFORE breaking for Thanksgiving, the club ice
hockey team managed to get two victories on
home ice, defeating TCNJ on Nov. 21 and the
University of Maryland Baltimore County
(UMBC) on Nov. 22.
The successful weekend started with a showdown
against rival TCNJ, whom the Broncs (11-6) share
home ice with at Loucks Ice Arena. Rider dominated
the game, scoring in every period en route to a 6-1
win.
The Broncs managed to get onto the board fairly
quickly into the first period when senior forward Chris
Daley found the back of the net, giving the team a
1-0 lead. Rider depended on senior goaltender Nate
Kholodenko and the penalty-killing unit to keep the
lead in the opening period.
Daley said Kholodenko and the defense, including
the penalty-killing unit, were key in the game.
“Our defense played very well, but I think the
standout this weekend was the goaltending by Nate
Kholodenko,” Daley said. “He showed everybody,
once again, that he can stop just about everything.”
The second period started strong for the Broncs, as
they dominated possession of the puck and the game.
Nearly halfway through the second period, senior
forward Pat Grilli secured a pass from senior forward
Luke Liddell, and managed to go on a breakaway and
score to extend the Rider lead to 2-0. Before the horn
sounded, the Broncs scored again to go into the final
period with a 3-0 lead.
Approximately halfway through the third period,
the penalty box got busy. First, when the action got in
front of the Broncs’ net, a scuffle broke out between
several Rider and TCNJ players. This resulted in a
TCNJ player and sophomore forward Larry Walker
being sent to the box and 4-on-4 hockey. Not long
after, junior defenseman Connor Fox was also penalized after hitting an opposing player from behind. The
4-on-3 play expired, but it was too late as the Lions
scored just as the penalty ended and made it a 3-1
game with 8:54 left to play.
Rider was fired up after the brawl, as the team
found the back of the net three times, taking a 6-1
victory.
Head Coach Sean Levin said he was unsure if the
fight itself caused the spark, but was proud of his players for stepping up.
“We really want to make sure that they know that
if anyone comes near our goaltender during the play,
we’re going to stand up for each other and protect
each other,” Levin said. “I don’t want us to get into
the habit of fighting or trying to throw punches. I
think we need to protect our goaltender, protect each

Emily Kelley/The Rider News

By Thomas Albano

Senior goaltender Nate Kholodenko stops TCNJ’s scoring attempt on Nov. 21. Kholodenko has allowed one goal over the last two games.
other, but we can’t take ourselves out of the play and
make it easy for other teams to go on the power play.”
The next day, the Broncs hosted UMBC for a midafternoon matchup. Junior forward Andrew Heinz
had a strong hit on an opposing player early on in the
game, foreshadowing a physical battle between the
two teams.
Rider had numerous chances and close calls
throughout the opening period, most notably when
junior forward Steve Junod and senior forward Greg
Kemp had a 2-on-1 towards the UMBC goal, but the
shot was high. The first period ended scoreless.
Early on in the second, both the Broncs and the
Retrievers took a penalty, which resulted in 4-on-4
hockey, but neither team was able to benefit. Rider
got on the power play after another UMBC penalty,
but with 30 seconds left in it, freshman defenseman JJ
Santagata was sent to the box for tripping. The team
had to battle shorthanded throughout the period,
including some 5-on-3 hockey.
Kholodenko and the penalty kill unit were needed
once again as the Retrievers showed no mercy in
their attempt to score the first goal of the game.
Kholodenko would have other plans, and continuously
stopped any UMBC shot while the Broncs were shorthanded. Despite another Bronc powerplay, the team
could not find the back of the net and the second

period also ended scoreless.
Finally, in the middle of the third period, Grilli
scored with an assist from senior defenseman Chris
Bergert and made the game 1-0 in Rider’s favor.
With 3:43 left, the Broncs had another powerplay,
but were once again unsuccessful, and the Retrievers
pulled their goalie for an extra skater in the final minute, as UMBC haunted the Rider zone. The Broncs,
however, got the puck back and senior forward Pete
Malamud scored the empty-netter with a few seconds
left to seal the 2-0 Rider win.
The Broncs will now travel to Haverford, Pa., to
take on St. Joseph’s on Dec. 6 before hosting Liberty
on Dec. 7. Levin said that after the Thanksgiving
break, the team should be refocused and refreshed for
the upcoming games.
“St. Joe’s is a team that’s really feisty,” Levin said.
“They play well in their own rink, so we have to make
sure we come in and we’re ready to go. We’ve had
some success against them, but they’re a team we
can’t look past. So we go from a game we can’t look
past against St. Joe’s to a big game on Sunday against
Liberty. We have a little bit of a revenge factor, losing
by a goal down there [on Nov. 15], so we really need
this win for us to springboard in the rankings to lead
us into the first weekend of the next semester.”

VOLLE YBALL

Promising season falls flat at MAAC tournament

C

By Thomas Regan

OMING off a regular season that
saw the program win the most
games since 1994, the volleyball
team appeared primed for a successful postseason as it headed to Lake
Buena Vista, Fla., for a MAAC-playoff
matchup against Fairfield on Nov. 20.
However, the fifth-seeded Broncs
(17-17, 10-8 MAAC) suffered a 3-0
defeat at the hands of the fourth-seeded
Stags before being eliminated by seventh-seeded Canisius 3-1 on Nov. 21.
Fairfield (19-12, 13-5 MAAC) swept
Rider with scores of 25-23, 25-14 and
25-22. Despite jumping out to a 9-4
lead early in the first set, the Broncs
were unable to put the Stags away,
allowing eight unanswered scores and
falling behind 12-9.
Though it was behind, Rider did
not let up and eventually tied the score
at 16, courtesy of a kill by sophomore
middle hitter Kaitlyn Griffin. The
Broncs briefly took the lead, 17-16,

with an attack error forced by Griffin.
But after the Stags took the lead again,
Rider was unable to do more than tie
for the remainder of the set, losing
25-23.
In the next set, the Stags scored
several points early and put the Broncs
in an 8-3 hole. After closing the gap to
three, Rider allowed Fairfield to push
in front 11-5 and was unable to recover,
eventually losing the set 25-14.
Similar to the first, the final set had
Rider out in front, but again saw the
team struggle to put Fairfield away,
and a shift in momentum Fairfield
ahead 21-16. Down 24-18, the Broncs
attempted to mount a comeback, scoring 4 unanswered points to pull within
2. However, a Stag kill ended the contest and thwarted their valiant effort.
Sophomore outside hitter Ryan
Ackermann described Fairfield’s ability
to capitalize on Rider’s mistakes, ultimately leading to the sweep.
“I think there were certain moments

when we looked great and then there
were other moments when we didn’t,”
Ackermann said. “Those moments
where we weren’t playing our best,
Fairfield was able to take advantage of
that and we couldn’t reciprocate. We
weren’t consistent enough through the
match.”
The double-elimination tournament
then pitted Rider against the seventhseed, Canisius (12-20, 8-10 MAAC), on
Nov. 22. The opening set was the most
competitive of the match, as there were
11 lead changes, four more than the
other three sets combined.
However, the Broncs lost that battle
and fell behind 1-0 in the match. After
jumping out to an 8-3 lead, the Broncs
were able to win the second set 26-24.
The success didn’t last long, as Rider
struggled in the final two sets. The
Broncs lost both by scores of 25-17 and
25-20 and were eliminated from the
MAAC playoffs.
Ackermann believes the first-round

defeat left the team disappointed, which
resulted in a lack of energy in the elimination game.
“Canisius played a little bit harder
than us, which was enough to win in
the end,” Ackermann said. “We were
coming back after a bad loss from the
day before and I think it carried over
emotionally and physically the next
day.”
Despite the abrupt end to the season, senior outside hitter Jaclyn Webber
is confident the team will continue to
improve, even after her graduation.
“I think the culture of this team has
changed and as long as hard work continues, the execution is going to find its
way,” Webber said. “Experience from
talented girls like we have is going to
make all the difference.”
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WRESTLING

Rider locks a spot among the best
T

Junior Robert Deutsch defeats Wisconsin’s Ryan Taylor in the 133-pound weight class on Nov. 20, as the Broncs upset the then-No. 16 Badgers.
an incredible way to start my senior
season.”
Rider picked up two more victories
before the Badgers won the next five
consecutive bouts.
After 125-pound freshman J.R.
Wert scored a forfeit win for Rider,
Wisconsin was in the lead 19-16. The
contest came down to Robert Deutsch,
a 133-pound junior. He was able to
score the win, which forced a need for
the tiebreaker. The Broncs were given
another point for the first takedown
of the match, stemming from the only
takedown of Zeisloft’s match. With
that, Rider was able to come away with
the upset.
Associate Head Coach John Hangey
praised Deutsch and Zeisloft’s performances, which he attributes to their
physical and mental growth.
“I felt that Rob and Chuck

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

HE wrestling team has completed
a successful run that earned it
the No. 22 ranking in the USA
Today/NWCA/AWN Coaches’
Poll, and saw it compete in four meets
over the past two weeks, which started
with an upset victory over then-No. 16
Wisconsin on Nov. 20.
The Broncs (5-1, 1-0 EWL), who
came into the meet against the Badgers
ranked No. 22 by the Associated Wrestling
Press, got a 20-19 win in the home
opener. This marked the team’s first
win over a team from the Big 10 conference since January 2010, when Rider
defeated Purdue. It was also the first
Division I dual to be decided by the
fourth tiebreaking criteria — first takedown of the match — since the NCAA
tiebreaking policies were modified two
years ago.
Prior to the home opener against
Wisconsin, Rider honored its longtime
wrestling head coach Gary Taylor
with a Sesquicentennial Medal of
Excellence. As part of Rider’s 150th
anniversary celebration, the medals
are given to those who have aided the
growth of the university.
Taylor took the position of head
coach in 1978, and currently holds the
second highest total of victories among
active NCAA Division I wrestling
coaches with 409.
Rider got the momentum going
right at the start against Wisconsin
(3-1, 1-0 Big 10), when Chuck Zeisloft,
a 141-pound junior, scored an upset
win over sophomore Rylan Lubeck.
Zeisloft’s win came when he took down
Lubeck, who was ranked No. 19 in the
weight class, in the second overtime
period — the only takedown of the
match.
“I knew before I wrestled Lubeck it
was going to be a tough, low-scoring
match, and I was going to have to wait
until I got him out of position to score,
and it happened to be in the second
overtime,” Zeisloft said. “Getting the
win always feels good, but winning in
overtime against someone like him was

Neil Davis/The Rider News

By Thomas Albano

Head Coach Gary Taylor, center, stands with Athletic Director Don Harnum and Associate Vice
President for Planning Debbie Stasolla as he is presented with a Sesquicentennial Medal on Nov. 20.

demonstrated great poise in pressure
situations, which they have developed
over their careers through their experience,” Hangey said.
The team then competed in the
20th Keystone Classic in Philadelphia
on Nov. 23, where it finished second,
just under then-No. 6 Northwestern.
Despite not finishing in first, the Broncs
were able to place ahead of notable
teams such as Pitt and UPenn, ranked
No. 16 and No. 24, respectively, at the
time.
Hangey said the team’s performance
at Keystone was a strong one, especially
compared to last year’s sixth-place
finish.
“Finishing second at the Keystone
Classic demonstrated that we have a
very balanced team,” Hangey said.
“Placing ahead of Big 10, ACC and
EIWA schools is always tough to do,
but our kids wrestled hard all day. Our
young kids really stood out to me for
their perseverance throughout the day
with some real tough competition.”
One of the top performers from the
Keystone Classic was B.J. Clagon, a
149-pound freshman. Clagon placed
third in his weight class, with his only
loss that day coming to Northwestern
sophomore Jason Tsirtsis, who was a
champion in the weight class at both
the conference (Big 10) and national
levels.
Other key showings for Rider came
from Deutsch and Zeisloft, who both
placed second in their respective weight
classes, as well as 157-pound freshman
Chad Walsh and 174-pound sophomore Ryan Wolfe, who both took third.
Going into the double showdown
at home on Nov. 30 with Clarion, an
EWL rival, and UPenn, the Broncs
were ranked No. 25 in the nation,
according to the USA Today/NWCA/
AWN Coaches’ Poll.
Hangey enjoys that the team has a

national ranking, but feels it could be
better.
“We are honored to be ranked in the
top 25, but that is not where we ultimately want to end up,” he said. “This
group has aspirations of being ranked
in the top 10; they are hungry to move
up, so they embrace the opportunities
to do so.”
Zeisloft, however, is not concerned
about any ranking the team has.
“Rankings don’t matter — it’s just
someone’s opinion about us,” Zeisloft
said. “We know we are good; we proved
that. As a team we just need to stay
focused on the next match ahead, and
if we do, there is no doubt in my mind
we will climb the rankings even higher.”
The Broncs dominated the Nov. 30
dual against the Golden Eagles (0-7,
0-1 EWL) 38-3, winning all but one
of the 10 matches. Three of the wins
came via fall, and another two were
won by major decision.
The contest against the Quakers
(1-1) the same day saw Rider struggle,
as Deutsch, Zeisloft and Clagon lost
the first three bouts of the contest.
Fortunately for the Broncs, they
were able to win four of the next five
matches to even the score at 12. Junior
heavyweight Greg Velasco and Wert
then won the final two matches to win
the contest for the team, 21-12, and
sweep the day.
Rider will travel to Bethlehem,
Pa., to take on No. 10 Lehigh on Dec.
7. Zeisloft’s preparation will remain
the same regardless of the opponent,
ranked or not.
“I prepare the same all season
because it has to become a lifestyle if
you want to be good,” Zeisloft said. “I
eat right, sleep right and train on my
own time every day to make sure I have
no doubts I’m not being outworked.”

